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Abstract
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has undergone tremendous advancements in re-
cent years, but visual reasoning tasks are still a huge undertaking, particularly in few-shot
learning cases. Little is known, especially in solving the Same-Different (SD) task, which
is a type of visual reasoning task that requires seeking pattern repetitions in a single image.
In this thesis, we propose a patch-as-filter method focusing on solving the SD tasks with
few-shot learning. Firstly, a patch in an individual image is detected. Then, transforma-
tions are learned to create sample-specific convolutional filters. After applying these filters
on the original input images, we, lastly, acquire feature maps indicating the duplicate seg-
ments. We show experimentally that our approach achieves the state-of-the-art few-shot
performance on the Synthetic Visual Reasoning Test (SVRT) SD tasks by accuracy going
up above 30% on average, with only ten training samples. Besides that, to further evaluate
the effectiveness of our approach, SVRT-like tasks are generated with more difficult visual
reasoning concepts. The results suggest that the average accuracy is increased by approx-
imately 10% compared to several popular few-shot algorithms. The method we suggest
here has shed new light upon new CNN approaches in solving the SD tasks with few-shot
learning.
Keywords: Visual reasoning, Few-shot learning, Dynamic filters, Convolutional Neu-
ral Network
i
Summary for Lay Audience
With the rapid development of Convolutional Neural Networks, computers can achieve
nearly the same performance as humans and even better in image recognition and classifi-
cation. Learning highly abstract concepts, however, is still extremely challenging for com-
puters with millions of training data. In particular, Same-Different (SD) tasks have been
proven especially difficult for existing CNN approaches. These SD tasks require reasoning
of the similarity between patterns located within the same image. The standard CNN fails
on learning highly abstract visual concepts since its filters are optimized based on the train-
ing data and then applied on test samples. Therefore, the ability to learn abstract concepts
within the same picture is lost. In this thesis, we are aiming to make machines learn highly
abstract visual concepts by only observing a few labelled samples. Firstly, a patch in an
individual image is detected. Then, transformations are learned to create sample-specific
convolutional filters. After applying these filters on the original input images, we, lastly, ac-
quire feature maps indicating the duplicate segments. By using our method, we can identify
the highly abstract relations of shapes in each image. Since our filters are generated base on
a patch from the input image, the filters of each image in our method are different in both
training datasets and test datasets. These sample-specific filters enable our model to learn
more abstract visual concepts, such as fuzzy same-different, specific rotation and specific
scaling. We show experimentally that our approach achieves the state-of-the-art few-shot
performance on the Synthetic Visual Reasoning Test (SVRT) SD tasks by accuracy going
up above 30% on average, with only ten training samples. Besides that, to further eval-
uate the effectiveness of our approach, SVRT-like tasks are generated with more difficult
visual reasoning concepts. The results suggest that the average accuracy is increased by
approximately 10% compared to several well-performed few-shot methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With the rapid development of Convolutional Neural Networks, computers can achieve
nearly the same performance as humans and even better in image recognition and classifi-
cation [14]. For example, the two images (Figure 1.1 (a)) [6] with a bird and dog portrait
can be correctly classified by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The classification
accuracy of the CNN even exceeds human observers on the ImageNet [6] classification
challenge, after training with millions of images [14].
Learning highly abstract concepts, however, is still extremely challenging for comput-
ers with millions of training data [36]. In particular, Same-Different (SD) tasks have been
proven especially difficult for standard CNN approaches [9, 7, 45, 12, 36]. These SD tasks
require reasoning of the similarity between patterns located within the same image. For
instance, the images [9] in Figure 1.1 (b) are SD tasks, which are quite simple compared
to the image in panel (a). The relation between shapes in these graphs is quite obvious to
human observers, i.e., Class 2 contains the same shapes while Class 1 not, but standard
CNN methods fail on learning the concept of “sameness” in this simple scene even with
1
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Figure 1.1: The two images [6] in panel (a) can be accurately classified as their categories
by CNN algorithms. However, the same algorithms fail to learn the concept of “same” and
“different” as images [9] shown in panel (b) with 20,000 training images [45].
20,000 training samples[45].
Learning highly abstract visual concepts is critical to the development of computer
vision. The study of the Same-Different tasks also has many practical implications, such
as finding transformation invariant same-different relations in texture analysis and locating
a person from several people in face recognition. This thesis primarily focuses on solving
SD tasks from the Synthetic Visual Reasoning Test (SVRT) dataset, which seems simple
but contains more complicated abstract visual concepts than many real-world images. The
SVRT tasks can be split into two groups, based on the type of patterns separating the two
classes: Spatial-Relation (SR) tasks (ex. shapes in a line vs. not in a line) and Same-
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Different (SD) tasks (ex. two pairs of unique shapes vs. two pairs of identical shapes)[45].
Previous work at these tasks has shown that CNNs are capable of solving SR tasks given
enough training data (20K in [45] and 1 million in [36]), but the SD tasks have been proven
to be more difficult. Even relational networks [40], which perform well on other reasoning
tasks such as CLEVR [17], have demonstrated great difficulty in solving SD tasks, requiring
millions of training samples to achieve merely above chance-level performance [36]. More
recent work shows that SVRT tasks can be solved by very complex pre-trained deep neural
networks such as ResNet-50 [15] with 28,000 training samples. However, human observers
can learn most SVRT tasks rules by only viewing an average of 6.27 instances [9].
The reason why most CNN models fail on learning highly abstract visual concepts is
that the filters are optimized based on the training data in the training process of CNN.
Whereas, only a small number of the neurons in the network are activated for a test image,
which indicates inefficient computation [52] and leads to failure on learning highly abstract
concepts. When humans learn the same-different tasks, we observe a figure in the image
first and then compare it with another figure in the same image to perceive the relationship
between them. However, the traditional machine learning methods compare the shapes in
the test images with the information learned from the training samples, so the ability to
learn abstract concepts within a single picture is lost. Figure 1.2 presents images from the
SVRT dataset [9] and their feature maps provided by prototypical network [44], which is
a popular few-shot learning method based on CNN. The images on the left are from the
SVRT Task 1, in which positive class contains two identical figures, while these images
from the negative class contain two unique figures. As we can see, by the information
learned from the training dataset, the feature maps can only indicate the position of the
two shapes, but not the relationship between the shapes. That is, without the knowledge of
shapes within each test image, the CNN embedding fails to learn the “same” or “different”
concepts for the binary images with only two shapes. The filters of standard CNN can only
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extract information such as the positions and bounds of objects in the picture but are not
able to learn highly abstract concepts.
Figure 1.2: Images [9] and their feature maps after the embedding stage of prototypical
network[44]. In input images, the positive class contains two shapes, which are the same,
but the negative class does not. It is challenging to distinguish positive and negative classes
since no concept about the “same” or “different” is provided by the feature maps.
In this thesis, we are aiming to make machines learn highly abstract visual concepts by
only observing a few labelled samples. We solve it by establishing a patch-as-filter con-
volutional block. This method is divided into three parts: Firstly, a patch in an image was
detected. Secondly, transformations are learned to generate sample-specific convolutional
filters using the patch we detected. Finally, we obtain feature maps indicating the duplicate
parts by applying these filters on the original input images through a convolutional layer.
After that, feature maps are used as input for few-shot classifiers to obtain classification
results.
By using our method, we can identify the highly abstract relations of shapes in each
image. Since our filters are generated base on a patch from the input image, the filters of
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each image in our method are different in both training datasets and test datasets. This
is distinct from standard CNNs, whose filters are updated by the training datasets, then
applied to the test datasets. These sample-specific filters enable our model to learn more
abstract visual concepts, such as fuzzy same-different, specific rotation and specific scaling.
We observe that by using feature maps provided by our patch-as-filter method in place
of the raw images, we are able to improve the state-of-the-art on few-shot SVRT SD tasks
by an average of nearly 30% with only ten training samples. By working towards solv-
ing these abstract visual reasoning tasks in an interpretable and straightforward way, we
demonstrate how analogous problems may be approached.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we propose a patch-as-filter method to solve the SD visual reasoning tasks.
We also generate additional new SD tasks with more complicated visual reasoning con-
cepts. The experimental results show that our method improves the average classification
accuracy by more than 30% on the SVRT SD tasks and 10% on the new-generated SD
tasks.
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
- We propose a patch-as-filter method for solving the same-different problems. Firstly,
this approach dynamically generates sample-specific filters for each image. Then
feature maps are acquired by applying these filters on the original input image, which
contain the information of the duplicate segments in the images. Lastly, few-shot
classifiers are trained using the feature maps we developed to get the classification
results.
- We generate more complicated SD tasks based on the original SVRT SD datasets.
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These tasks contain more highly abstract visual concepts such as “similar”, “same”
up to a specific rotation or scaling, and even “same” up to the combination of specific
rotations and scaling. More details of our new tasks are described in Chapter 4.
- We benchmark several popular few-shot learning algorithms on the SVRT SD tasks
and our new datasets.
- We prove that by combining our method with different few-shot learning classifiers,
better few-shot performance can be achieved on SVRT SD tasks and our new datasets
with only ten training samples.
- Our experiments suggest that our algorithm is capable of achieving higher classi-
fication accuracy by increasing the number of filters we generated, which further
supports the validity of our patch-as-filter approach.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the background knowl-
edge in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and visual reasoning tasks was covered.
Researches in the area of CNN in image classification, Few-Shot Learning, visual reason-
ing tasks and patch-as-filter method were also reviewed in this chapter. Chapter 3 presents
the methodology we proposed to solve highly abstract visual reasoning tasks and the steps
used in each stage. Chapter 4 introduces the datasets used in the experiments, experiments
and baselines settings as well as the implementation of our method in detail. The experi-
mental results are presented and analyzed in Chapter 5. The conclusion of the research and
future work are discussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we will briefly introduce the background knowledge in Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN), image classification and visual reasoning tasks. Besides, the previous
work done on the Same-Different visual reasoning tasks, few-shot learning and patch-as-
filter methods will also be reviewed.
2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a kind of deep neural network that is widely
adopted in Computer Vision and other forward position fields of computer science. CNN
learns directly from the input data with the automatic generation of feature maps. More-
over, CNN has been proven to be very successful in image classification and object recog-
nition applications.
CNN architectures consist of many layers. As shown in Figure 2.1, the input layer
contains several neurons that accept a large number of non-linear input messages. The
message is transmitted in the output layer for analysis and weighed in the neuron link to
form an output. Hidden layers are the layers of many neurons and links between the input
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layer and the output layer. Hidden layers usually contain multiple convolutional layers,
ReLU layers and pooling layers. Each layer has a specific target and performs specific
operations, which are described below.
Figure 2.1: CNN architecture contains an input layer, hidden layers and an output layer.
Hidden layers are composed of several convolutional layers and pooling layers.
Convolutional Layer
The convolutional layer is the core part of the Convolutional Neural Network, which con-
structs high-level features of the input image, applied to identify patterns for classification.
In the standard neural network, the fully connected layer needs to train a large number
of weights, which requires a large scale of calculation time and space, thus significantly
affects the computational efficiency. The Convolutional Neural Network calculates the
convolution of filters and a region of the input image (Figure 2.2), which is equivalent to
training the same set of weights by different parts of the picture. CNN reduces the training
parameters and includes the feature of the image in the resulting feature map.
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Most CNN architectures include several convolutional blocks that consist of a convo-
lutional layer, a ReLU layer, and a pooling layer. Usually, the first few layers are used
to detect the edges and shapes of objects in the images, and the subsequent convolutional
layer can obtain more abstract information. Thus, the abstraction level increases from layer
to layer [27].
Figure 2.2: A convolutional layer calculates the convolution of an input image and its
associated filters to get feature maps.
ReLU Layer
Following the convolutional layer, we need to utilize an activation function to increase the
non-linearity of the neural network model. Otherwise, layers of the neural network are
equivalent to the multiplication of several matrices. ReLU (equation 2.1) is one of the most
used activation functions.
ReLU(x) = max(0, x) (2.1)
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As presented in equation 2.1, ReLU activation function produces more output to 0,
which causes the sparseness of the network and reduces the interdependence of parameters
and over-fitting problems.
Pooling Layer
The pooling layer improves computational efficiency and retains useful information in the
meantime by reducing the size of the feature map. The pooling operations with higher ap-
plication frequency are average-pooling and max-pooling. Figure 2.31 presents an example
of max-pooling. The calculation method of max-pooling can launch the largest value in an
area. In the matrix of 2 × 2 in the upper left corner of the figure, the maximum value is 6.
As to the matrix of 2 × 2 in the upper right corner, 8 is the maximum value, so the results of
the left image are 6, 8, 3, 4. For the average-pooling, the result feature maps are calculated
by taking the average value in an area.
Figure 2.3: An example of how a max-pooling layer reduces the size of a feature map.
Based on the basic principles of CNN we mentioned above, we will discuss the re-
1Image from http://cs231n.github.io/convolutional-networks/
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searches related to CNN below. The prototype of CNN was proposed by LeCun et al. [28]
in 1989 for handwriting recognition. Some basic concepts of CNN were constructed, such
as weight sharing and feature maps. After a few years of improvement, LeNet-5 [29], the
first CNN, which can be universally applied, was born. LeNet-5 contains 7 layers: 2 convo-
lutional layers, 2 pooling layers, 2 fully connected layers and an output layer. For the early
LeNet-5, Tanh and mean-square error functions were selected as the activation function.
Meanwhile, loss function, stochastic gradient descent and backpropagation method were
performed to train the model.
Many researchers adopted LeNet-5 to solve different Computer Vision problems due to
its good performance, including face detection [37, 38], face recognition [26] and visual
document analysis [42]. However, some drawbacks of LeNet-5 were exposed in practice at
the same time. Vanishing gradient, limit samples and computing abilities keep the LeNet-5
from becoming the mainstream of CNN. New effective methods were required. AlexNet
[24] was proposed in 2012. As a substitute for LeNet-5, AlexNet has made many inno-
vations. The AlexNet choose ReLU to be the activation function and apply the dropout
method in training. These improvements not only solve the problem of gradient vanishing
and gradient exploding but also increase the performance of the model. AlexNet became
the top 1 in ILSVRC 2012. Since then, CNN was boomed, surpassing AlexNet in image
classification become the research hotspot in recent years.
2.2 CNN in Image Classification
Image classification is a task that assigns a label to an image from a test set. The label
comes from a pre-defined training set of possible categories. Due to the better process of
image data, CNNs are widely adopted in image classification, especially after the AlexNet
showed its best performance in ILSVRC 2012. In 2013, Zeiler proposed the ZFNet [54]
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to decrease the error rate of AlexNet by deconvolution, but the basic structure was not
changed.
After that, the Visual Geometry Group of Oxford University proposed the VGG [43]
to improve the AlexNet. There are two main modifications of VGG. First, VGG deletes
the LRN layer, whose contribution to the whole network is not significant. Second, a
smaller continuous 3x3 convolution kernel is applied to simulate a larger convolution ker-
nel. Through these modifications, VGG obtained better expansion and generalization ca-
pabilities than other image datasets.
However, VGG was defeated by GoogleNet in the image classification. GoogleNet [46]
was put forward in 2014 by Google company, and the inception mechanism was added to
this CNN. The inception module combines convolutions and pooling in different scales
together. In this way, the utilization of parameters is improved significantly. Besides, com-
pares with the traditional AlexNet, GoogleNet removes the full connection layer, which
accounts for almost 90% parameters of the whole network and may cause overfitting. In-
stead, the global average pooling is used. All the ideas come from the research work of
“Network in Network” [30].
To finish the image classification task better, researchers updated the GoogleNet by ab-
sorbing the strengths of other CNNs. In the second version of GoogleNet, the 5x5 convo-
lution kernel is replaced by two 3x3 kernels like VGG, which not only reduces the number
of parameters but also speeds up the calculation. In addition, Batch Normalization (BN)
layer is added to the GoogleNet, so that the output of each layer is normalized to a gaussian
distribution of N(0,1). The second version reduces 2% error rate of the original model.
Moreover, the improvement of conventional kernel factorization is added to the network in
the third version, and the numbers of inception modules are increased to make the network
deeper in the fourth version. However, one thing is not changed in the above CNNs. That
is, they all require a vast number of samples in image classification tasks.
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2.3 Few-Shot Learning
Few-shot learning is an area to explore how to make the machine learning or deep learning
models perform great on the small-scale samples. For most machine learning/deep learning
models, they are lack of generalization abilities. For instance, CNN needs at least thousands
of images in each class to reach performance saturation. When facing a novel class, it
is difficult for CNN to recognize it with a small number of labelled samples. Few-shot
learning can overcome this problem by obtaining enough information from a small number
of samples.
Modern few-shot learning methods can be mainly divided into two kinds, Meta-Learning
based and Embedding-Metric learning based. The idea of meta-learning [41] suggests
framing the learning problem at two levels. The first is a quick acquisition of knowledge
within each separate task presented. This process is guided by the second, which involves a
slower extraction of information learned across all the tasks. This idea is used in many re-
cent few-shot learning approaches. For example, Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML)
[8] is a general and model-agnostic method, which trains initial parameters of the model.
Therefore, the model has the maximal performance on a new task. This method achieved
high accuracy on few-shot learning tasks Omniglot [25] and miniImageNet [48].
The other kinds are based on embedding-metric learning approaches, such as the proto-
typical networks [44] and the siamese networks [21]. The siamese network [21] first pairs
an input image with all other images to create pairs of images from the same class and
different classes, then train a model to discriminate between the collection of pairs. Proto-
typical network [44] described a method that learns a neural network to map input images
into an embedding space. Its main idea is to learn a metric space in which classification
can be performed by computing distances to the prototype of each class. As we can see in
Figure 2.4, the input images are divided into a support set and a query set, and then all the
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Figure 2.4: Architecture of the prototypical network [44].
images are embedded by a neural network which contains four convolutional blocks. In this
embedding space, the prototype of a class is the mean of its support set. For a query point
X from the query set, its classification is performed by finding the nearest class prototype.
2.4 Visual Reasoning Tasks
Visual reasoning task is a simulation task to learn human visual reasoning abilities. Hu-
mans can analyze visual information and be able to solve problems based on it. The visual
reasoning task is more complicated than the traditional computer vision problem. For ex-
ample, prediction on the next shape based on some shapes that have been given is a visual
reasoning task. Some principles were put forward for visual reasoning, including datasets
for image classification [5, 20], Turing challenge [32], image annotations [23] and object
referring [19].
Based on these different types of datasets for visual reasoning tasks, various methods
were proposed to deal with the tasks. Santoro et al. [40] constructed a simple Relation Net-
works (RN) for visual question answering, which performs well on the CLEVR dataset[17].
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Another idea to finish the visual question answering tasks on the CLEVR dataset is End-
to-End Module Networks (N2NMNs) [16]. Compared with the traditional Neural Module
Network (NMN) architecture, the N2NMNs do not need the assistance of parser. The ex-
periment result also indicates that N2NMNs can significantly reduce the error rate.
Similar to the CLEVR, FigureQA [18] is also a visual question answering dataset,
which contains many scientific-style figures. A novel architecture FigureNet[35], was set
up on this dataset. The FigureNet outperforms the traditional networks with shorter training
time.
Besides the visual answering task of the CLEVR dataset or FigureQA, other datasets
related to the tasks based on rule learning are also widely studied by researchers, such
as Bongard problems[2], Ravens Progressive Matrices[33], Synthetic Visual Reasoning
Test(SVRT)[9].
Nowadays, SVRT tasks are concentrated on by many researchers. SVRT dataset is a
collection of 23 grayscale image classification tasks. In each task, two classes are differen-
tiated according to the complete condition of a particular rule. For example, as shown in
Figure 2.5, the positive class contains two same shapes in task 1, but the negative class is
on the contrary. The SVRT tasks can be split into two groups: Spatial-Relation (SR) and
Same-Different (SD) [45]. Figure 2.5 shows some examples of SVRT SR and SD tasks.
In Spatial-Relation (SR) tasks, opposing classes differ in terms of positional relationships
(like “left of”, “inside of” or “touching”) of the shapes in the images. Same-Different (SD)
tasks have shapes that are the same up to some transformations. SD tasks have been proven
to be extremely difficult for existing machine learning approaches[9], [7], [45], [12], [36].
Some methods were adopted to solve these problems in the previous study. Fleuret
et al.[9] first introduced SVRT tasks. By comparing experiments of human and machine
learning, they found these SVRT tasks are easy to solve for humans and extremely difficult
to learn for generic machine learning systems. For the machine experiments, they combined
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Figure 2.5: Examples from the SVRT dataset [9]. The SVRT dataset is split into two groups
[45]: Spatial-Relation (right) and Same-Different (left).
two modules. The first one was a hand-designed feature extractor to compute the properties
of the raw image data that may have been useful. The second was a machine learning
algorithm, boosting of stumps (standard Adaboost [10] with feature sampling) and SVM
[4] with a Gaussian kernel. Fleuret et al. [9] found that humans could solve the tasks much
more efficiently than the machines and with higher accuracy. After seeing at most a few tens
of examples, more than 90% of the participants solved 14 of the 23 problems. In contrast,
the machines, with only 10 examples of each class for training, their performances are just
like randomly guessed for every task. Even with 10,000 examples and complex image
preprocessing, the machine learning algorithm was only able to solve a few tasks at an
accuracy above 90%.
More recent work launched by Ellis et al. [7] proposed an unsupervised program syn-
thesis approach. Their method first parsed input images into a symbolic form by locating
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shapes. Then, they applied grammar to synthesize a space of programs and found a pro-
gram that could maximally compress these parses. Thus, the required common structure
would be encoded in the program to reproduce the example images. When programs have
been produced for training images, a classifier is trained to map these programs to class
labels. However, this method could only solve a handful of the 23 SVRT tasks and was
very slow in the program synthesis process. Lu et al. [53] improved the image parsings
part of this program synthesis method and achieved higher accuracy on several tasks.
Stabinger et al. [45] trained LeNet [28] and GoogLeNet [46] CNNs to solve these tasks.
They trained each network with 20,000 images, and found that both models could achieve
perfect or near-perfect accuracy on the spatial relation problems but performed poorly on
the Same-Different tasks. Similarly, the authors also showed how CNNs failed to learn a
Same-Different task with simple binary items in [12].
Ricci et al. [36] also found that such tasks are complicated, and even sometimes impos-
sible, for contemporary computer vision algorithms, including CNNs. In their work, they
analyzed CNN architectures on each of 23 SVRT tasks and found Same-Different tasks
much harder than spatial relation tasks. Furthermore, they showed that a well-known vi-
sual reasoning method, relation networks, failed to solve Same-Different tasks (on a similar
dataset, PSVRT) even with millions of training samples.
However, the conclusion that all CNNs are unable to solve Same-Difficult SVRT prob-
lems was criticized by Borowski et al. [11]. They showed that feed-forward convolutional
architectures are capable of abstract reasoning by applying a pre-trained ResNet-50 [15].
Their ResNet-50 could reach over 90% test accuracy on all the SVRT tasks with 28,000
training images. Their results show that very complex pre-trained neural networks can
solve SVRT tasks with plenty of training data.
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2.5 Patch-as-Filter Methods
Recently, scholars also proposed many methods based on the idea of finding discriminative
filters have been proposed. Wang et al.[50] established a filter bank method to solve fine-
grained recognition tasks. They achieved state-of-the-art results on CUB [49], Stanford
Cars [22] and FGVC-Aircraft [31], by detecting a discriminative patch most related to
classification results, then using this collection of convolutional filters.
Brendel et al.[3] proposed a bag-of-filter method, where the models extract features
from small image patches and put them into a linear classifier to produce a heatmap for
each class. These heatmaps are then passed through a softmax to derive the classification
results.
Most of the previous work in patch-as-filter methods creates a pool of filters by extract-
ing patches from training images, so a large training set is required to achieve high classi-
fication accuracy. However, we are aiming to solve SD tasks in few-shot cases. Therefore,
dynamic filters are generated based on patches of each image in our method.
Chapter 3
Methodology
Considering the Same-Different (SD) tasks we discussed in Chapter 1, the most direct and
effective method is to detect all repeated parts by scanning the whole image and comparing
the shapes in it. Therefore, we can apply the concept of the convolutional layer (discussed
in Chapter 2.1) to find duplicate parts within a single image by using shapes in this image as
filters. As only ten labelled samples are used in our model, few-shot classifiers are adopted
to learn the classification rules for each task instantly.
The architecture of our method is shown in Figure 3.1. We propose a patch-as-filter
convolution block, which extracts a patch from an image and use this patch to create filters
for a convolutional layer. The inputs of this convolutional block are original images, and
the outputs are feature maps according to these sample-specific filters. Then we use the
feature maps as the input of different well-performed few-shot classifiers. Our method can
not only find the exact same part but also similar (not exactly the same) parts. Furthermore,
our method also finds the same shape up to particular scaling, rotation and the combination
of these transformations.
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of our method.
3.1 Patch-as-Filter Convolutional Block
The primary purpose of our method is to detect repeated parts within each image. Figure
3.2 illustrates the stages of this process. The first stage (from (a) to (b)) is selecting a patch
that contains a shape in it from the original image. The selective search [47] is adopted,
which combines the strength of both exhaustive search and segmentation, and can detect
object region with high accuracy.
After selecting a patch as shown in Figure 3.2 (b), we create filters int the next step
(from (b) to (c)). To retain the shape information in this patch, we set all the pixels with
black colour to 1, and all the white pixels to 0. When we apply this filter to the original
image, it is easy to seek the parts with the same shape. The size of the filters we create
is equal to the patch size. Thus the filter size is different according to different images. It
depends on the object region detected by the selective search. Considering task 19, task 20
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Figure 3.2: A demonstration of various steps in our patch-as-filter convolutional layer.
Given an input image (a), the selective search is used to detect a patch with shapes to reach
(b). From (b) to (c), we generate filters by rotation and scaling. To reach (d), we apply
the filters in a convolutional layer. Finally, a max-pooling layer is applied to downsize the
feature maps. After normalization, we obtain the feature maps, which indicate all duplicate
parts in an input image.
and task 21 shown in Figure 4.1, whose positive samples contain shapes that are equivalent
up to scaling and rotation. We need to generate various kinds of filters and learn multiple
feature maps for each image. The filters are produced by scaling and rotating of the shapes
we detected from images. A linear model was trained to determine what kinds of rotations
and scaling will be adopted to generate filters.
To go from (c) to (d), we apply a convolution layer that uses filters we obtained in
the previous stage to go through the input image. The parameter of stride is 1. After
normalization, we obtain feature maps like Figure 3.2 (d). The white spots demonstrate the
duplicate parts of the original image. This process provides us with a feature map of the
same size as the input image.
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We downsize the feature map with a 4 × 4 max-pooling layer (from (d) to (e)) for
calculating efficiency. This patch-as-filter layer provides us 32 × 32 feature maps with
white spots showing duplicate parts. For normalization, we set the minimum value of
pixels across the feature maps to 0, and the maximum value to 1. This patch-as-filter
convolutional layer is applied to both training and test images.
3.2 Generate Sample-Specific Filters
In the stage from (b) to (c) in Figure 3.2, we create filters by scaling and rotating the shapes
we detected from images in the previous stage. To determine what kinds of transformations
will be adopted, we train a linear model by the rotations and scaling detected from the
training samples.
The input of this linear model is the value of rotation and scaling, and the output is
a label of 0 or 1. Therefore, we need to know what kinds of transformation the positive
and negative classes have in training samples. We use minAreaRect function in OpenCV
to find the minimum bounding rectangles of shapes in the images. As shown in Figure
3.3, by comparing the longer edge of the rectangles, the scaling of shapes is calculated
precisely. Furthermore, we create a vector from the midpoint of the longer edge of each
minimum bounding rectangle to the center of each shape, in order to obtain the rotation
angles of shapes by calculating the angle between the vectors. For example, in Figure 3.3,
the rotation angle between the two shapes in the image on the right is 58.35.
After the training process, a set of random rotation and scaling are applied as the input
of this linear model. Output label 1 means the input rotation and scaling will be applied to
generate filters.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of using minAreaRect function in OpenCV to measure the rotations
and scaling between shapes in the images [9]. The rotations and scaling in training samples
are used to train a linear model.
3.3 Normalization Threshold
In the real world, the repetitions in an image are not exactly the same. In order to enlarge
the applications of our approach in more real scenes, it is essential to identify similar parts
in an image. After our normalization step in the stage from (c) to (d) in Figure 3.2, we
no longer simply set the maximum value in the feature maps to 1 and the minimum value
to 0. Instead, we train a linear model using the training samples to learn a threshold, the
values higher than this threshold is set to 1, and the values lesser is set to 0. Thus, similar
but not exactly the same parts can be found in an image by applying this linear model on
the original feature map. The parameters of the linear model are learned according to the
same-different rules in the training samples. The threshold learned from training images
are applied to the test sample for each task.
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3.4 Classifier
Figure 3.4: Examples of input images and feature maps produced by our method for SVRT
Task 1, 5 and 7. In the feature maps of our method, lighter parts indicate duplication. The
positive classes (the two columns on the left) always contain more repeated parts than the
negative classes (the two columns on the right). Intuitively, classification can be performed
by finding relations between the number of lighter parts and the label of input images.
Figure 3.4 shows some examples of several SVRT SD tasks and their feature maps pro-
vided by our patch-as-filter layer. As we can see, the differences between the positive and
negative classes are obvious. So our patch-as-filter layer can effectively identify duplicate
shapes within a single image.
Next, we need to correlate the feature maps with correct classification labels. Since we
only use ten training samples, the classifiers are required to perform well on the few-shot
classification. In this work, the few-shot classifiers we adopt are prototypical network[44],
MANN[39] and MAML[8].
The pipeline of our model is straightforward. We first apply a patch-as-filter layer
as described in section 3.1 to obtain feature maps for every image. After that, few-shot
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classifiers are trained to predict class labels given the feature maps.
The implementation details of the classifiers are discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Experiments
In this chapter, we first describe the Synthetic Visual Reasoning Test (SVRT) Same-Different
(SD) dataset and our newly generated SD tasks. Then, we briefly introduce the base-
line models we adopt. Lastly, the experimental settings and implementation details of our
method and several baselines are discussed.
4.1 Dataset
In this thesis, we mainly focused on the SD tasks from the SVRT dataset [9]. We also
generated more difficult SVRT-like tasks to examine and analyze our model.
4.1.1 SVRT Same-Different Dataset
To evaluate our approach for abstract visual reasoning, we make use of the SD tasks from
the SVRT challenge, which is a collection of 23 binary image classification tasks. Each
task contains two classes. We generate data from publicly code1. As the task type grouping
proposed by [45], the SVRT challenge is split into two groups: Spatial-Relation (SR) tasks
1See http://www.idiap.ch/˜fleuret/svrt/.
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and Same-Different (SD) tasks. Solving SR problems requires attention to such features as
relative positioning, sizes, alignments, and grouping of figures. The SD problems require
comparing individual figures within a single image to identify if they are identical, often
under transformation such as scaling or rotation.
Figure 4.1: Examples from the SVRT Same-Different tasks. For most tasks, their positive
classes contain the same shapes, while the negative classes do not. Task 7 is different, as its
positive samples contain six shapes that can be organized into two groups of three identical
shapes, but its negative samples also have repeated parts, which can be organized into three
groups of two identical shapes. Tasks 19, 20 and 21 are considered more complicated tasks
that require not only the Same-Different comparison but also the sameness of shapes after
rotation and scaling. As reported by [9], tasks 7 and 21 were the most difficult tasks for
humans.
In [36], SD tasks are proven to be more difficult, which cannot be solved by existing
CNN-based methods nor visual reasoning approaches. Here we adopt the Same-Different
and Spatial-Relation split from [36]. Task 1, 5, 7, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21 and 22 from SVRT
challenge are considered as the SD tasks that we will train and evaluate on in this work.
As we can see in Figure 4.1, task 1, task 5, task 15 and task 22 are easier. In their
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negative classes, the shapes are all different, while the positive classes contain duplicate
parts. For task 19, task 20 and task 21, the positive samples contain two shapes that are
equivalent up to scaling and rotation. Task 7 is much more difficult, as its description is
the duplicate degree of an image, and the positive class has two kinds of shapes (3 figures
each). However, the negative class also contains duplicate parts and has three kinds of
shapes(2 figures each).
Previous work has shown that existing machine learning approaches are capable of
solving SR tasks with plenty of training data (20K training images used in [45] and 1
million used in [36]). However, the SD tasks have proven to be more difficult [45] [36].
In contrast, humans have the capability of solving SVRT tasks when seeing at most 20
examples for all the tasks [9].
Figure 4.2: Same-Different tasks with two curves that are equivalent up to particular rota-
tions in their positive classes.
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4.1.2 More Complicate SVRT-like Data
In order to analyze and test our ability to learn highly abstract concepts in-depth, additional
new visual reasoning problems are generated based on more complicated Same-Different
concepts. In this section, we describe the details and show some examples of these prob-
lems.
Figure 4.3: Same-Different tasks with two curves that are equivalent up to particular scaling
in their positive classes.
As we can see, the positive samples of problems in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 contain
two same shapes after specific rotation and scaling. In the positive classes of Tasks 1, 2 and
3 (Figure 4.2), two curves are equal after less than 90 degrees, 60 degrees and 30 degrees of
rotation, respectively. However, two curves in negative samples are based on other angles
of rotations or are different. Similarly, in Tasks 4, 5 and 6 (Figure 4.3), the two curves of
the positive samples are the same up to scaling less than two times, three times and four
times, and the other relations or two different curves are considered as negative classes.
The following tasks contain the “and” or “or” relations of specific rotation and scaling.
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Figure 4.4: Same-Different tasks with two curves that contain “and” logical concepts in
their positive classes.
Figure 4.5: Same-Different tasks with two curves that contain “or” logical concepts in their
positive classes.
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For example, in Task 7 (Figure 4.4), the two shapes of images on the right are equivalent up
to less than 30 degrees of rotation and scaling less than two times. While the two shapes of
each sample on the left are transferred based on other angles of rotations or scaling larger
than two times.
Tasks 8 and 9 (Figure 4.4) are similar to Task 7, in their positive classes, the two shapes
are equivalent up to less than 60 degrees and 90 degrees of rotation and scaling less than
two times. In Figure 4.5, positive classes of Tasks 10, 11 and 12 have two curves that are
equivalent up to less than 30 degrees, 60 degrees and 90 degrees of rotation or scaling less
than three times.
Figure 4.6: Tasks with two curves that contain “and” and “or” concepts in their positive
classes.
Consequently, Tasks 13, 14 and 15 (Figure 4.6) contain more difficult “and” and “or”
concepts between shapes inside each image. In Task 13, the positive class has two shapes,
which are the same after rotation less than 30 degrees or greater than 90 degrees and scaling
less than three times. While images with two shapes that are different or the same equivalent
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up to other rotation and scaling are considered are negative class. Similarly, Tasks 14 and
15 also contain combinations of “and” and “or” concepts as described in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.7: Same-Different tasks with two similar curves in their positive classes.
In Figure 4.7, the new Same-Different visual reasoning tasks are generated to be differ-
entiated from the tasks we described above. The positive classes of Tasks 16 and 17 have
similar shapes but not exactly the same. Likewise, the shapes in Task 18 are similar after
scaling and rotation.
4.2 Baselines and Classifiers
We examine a variety of few-shot learning approaches and a visual reasoning approach in
solving the Same-Different tasks. These approaches are proven to perform well on other
few-shot learning or visual reasoning tasks. To evaluate the effectiveness of our patch-as-
filter convolution block, we also combine it with these CNN-based few-shot classifiers.
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4.2.1 Prototypical Networks
This method is proposed by Jake Snell et al. [44] and inspired by Matching Networks
[25], which uses an attention mechanism over a learned embedding of labelled samples to
predict classes for query points. A neural network is trained to map the labelled points into
an embedding space and represent the prototype of each class as the mean of its examples in
this learned embedding space. The classification of a new query point is corresponding to
the embedding with the closest class prototype (measured with Euclidean distance). This
method achieved state-of-the-art results on multiple few-shot tasks, including Omniglot
[25], miniImageNet [48], and CUB [49] (a zero-shot learning task).
4.2.2 MANN
This method is proposed by Adam Santoro et al. [39] and inspired by learning to learn
(Thrun and Pratt, 1998). In this paper, a high-capacity memory-enhancing neural network
(MANN) is proposed to re-examine meta-learning problems and settings. Compared with
previous methods, memory-augmented neural networks (MANN) represent a more widely
applicable class of methods. This method was verified on Omniglot [25].
4.2.3 MAML
This method is proposed by C. Finn et al.[8] and inspired by Meta-Learner LSTM [34],
which learns an initialization for learners that can solve new tasks. MAML is a generic
framework for meta-learning across several aforementioned domains, which learns an up-
date step that a learner can take to be successfully adapted to a new task. The purpose of
the MAML algorithm is to learn the weight of a model so that standard gradient descent
can make rapid progress on new tasks without over-fitting to a small number of examples.
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Excellent results can be achieved on few-shot image recognition tasks by this method, in-
cluding Omniglot [25], miniImageNet [48].
4.2.4 Relational Network
Relational Network was proposed by Santord et al. [40]. In this paper, a pairwise com-
parison over spatial locations method called RN is proposed. RN utilizes an MLP to carry
out pairwise comparisons over each location of the convolution feature extracted from the
image, including the question features extracted from LSTM as input to this MLP. The RN
elements then sum up the resulting comparison vectors to form another vector for a final
classifier to predict the answer. This approach is end-to-end differentiable, and trainable
from scratch to high performance. This method achieved state-of-the-art, super-human
performances on multiple visual reasoning tasks, including CLEVR [17], bAbI [51], and
Sort-of-CLEVR [40].
4.3 Implementation Details
In this section, we describe the implementation and hyperparameters chosen details for
each model in our experiments. For each Same-Different task, we divided the data into a
training set, a validation set and a test set. The image size we use for all models is 128 ×
128. For the training stage, we train all models with only 10 labelled samples. For hyper-
parameter tuning, we average across five trials for each measurement, with 1000 validation
images for each task. For the test stage, we test on 1000 unseen images. The performance
is measured with classification accuracy. The results in Chapter 5 are averaged across 10
trials. Next, we will discuss the details of the structure we used and the hyperparameters
tuning settings of each classifier.
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4.3.1 Our Model
In addition to the description in Chapter 3, we will include other experimental setting details
about our model in this section. A patch-as-filter convolutional block is created to extract
the Same-Different relations of shapes in input images and present the relations by the
output feature maps. In the convolutional layer, when we generate sample-specific filters,
the number of filters to be created is set to 64. In the max-pooling layer, the filter size is 4
× 4, and the stride is set to 4. Thus, the feature maps are downsized from 128 × 128 to 32
× 32.
4.3.2 Prototypical Networks
We use the same architecture for the embedding stage of this approach as in [44] and [48].
2 In each training epoch, we randomly selected three training samples from each class as
the support set of one class, and use the other two as query points. In the test stage, we also
use three images per class from the training data set as its support set and 1000 test samples
as a query set. The optimal number of epochs was chosen from {16, 32, 64} to maximize
the average score on the SD problems, where 32 epochs were found to perform best with
raw images and 64 epochs for feature maps after patch-as-filter layer.
4.3.3 MANN
For this model, we use the public implementation 3 of the paper One-shot Learning with
Memory-Augmented Neural Networks [39]. We use 200 as the number of hidden units in
the LSTM controller network. The optimal number of epochs for the Same-Different SVRT
task was chosen from {16, 32, 64}, where 64 epochs work for raw images and feature maps
2See https://github.com/orobix/Prototypical-Networks-for-Few-shot-Learning-PyTorch.
3See https://github.com/tristandeleu/ntm-one-shot.
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after patch-as-filter layer.
4.3.4 MAML
We use a public implementation 4 of the supervised learning experiments from the paper
Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning [8]. We use the same model as in the paper for Omniglot
[25] tasks. The model was optimized with a cross-entropy loss function using the SGD
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001, weight decay 0.0005. The optimal number of
epochs was chosen from {16, 32, 64} to maximize the average score on the SD problems,
where 32 epochs were found to perform best with raw images and 16 epochs for feature
maps after patch-as-filter layer.
4.3.5 Relation Networks
For this model, we use the public implementation 5 of the model for sort-of-CLVER in
the paper [40]. The convolutional network component of the model has for convolutional
layers with kernel sizes of 3 × 3. There were 24 features per layer. The softmax output was
optimized with a cross-entropy loss function using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
chosen from {0.0001, 0.00025, 0.0005}. For raw images, the best learning rate is 0.00025.
Moreover, the optimal number of training epochs was chosen from {64, 128, 256}, where
we found 128 epochs works best. This model is designed initially for sort-of-CLEVR tasks,
which contains images, questions and answers. In order to better apply this model on the
Same-Different tasks, we modified the model by taking off all the vectors for questions
from networks. Since this method was designed for visual reasoning tasks but not few-shot
learning, we only use this model as a baseline to compare with our approach, but not apply
it as a classifier.
4See https://github.com/katerakelly/pytorch-maml.
5See https://github.com/kimhc6028/relational-networks.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
In this chapter, we present and analyze the accuracy of our model as well as several few-
shot methods on the SVRT dataset and our newly generated dataset. How the number of
filters affects the classification accuracy is also discussed in this chapter.
5.1 Results on SVRT Dataset
In this section, we present the results of several few-shot learning models and a visual rea-
soning model on SVRT SD tasks. To show the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we
also demonstrate the results of our proposed method combined with these few-shot learn-
ing approaches. The meanings of model abbreviations are as follows. MANN: Memory-
Augmented Neural Network. MAML: Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning. PN: Prototypical
Network. RN: Relation Network. MANN+PFL: the combination of patch-as-filter convo-
lutional layer and Memory-Augmented Neural Network. MAML+PFL: the combination
of patch-as-filter convolutional layer and Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning. PN+PFL: the
combination of patch-as-filter convolutional layer and Prototypical Network. Fleuret et al.
refers to the Adaboost+spectral features model from [9]. The feature type abbreviations
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Input MAML MANN PN
raw 50.1% 50.2% 50.3%
PFL 78.5% 75.9% 80.2%
Table 5.1: An overview of all experiment results on SVRT SD tasks.
are as follows. Raw: original input images. PFL: feature maps provided by patch-as-filter
convolutional layer as input.
Table 5.1 presents an overview of our results. The test results for each of the three
few-shot classifiers we applied are averages across all SD tasks and evaluate with two fea-
ture sets (the original image and the feature maps provided by our patch-as-filter layer).
Concerning the SVRT same-different tasks, our proposed method outperforms the baseline
features over 25% with all classifiers. The prototypical network achieves the best perfor-
mance, which is 80.2%. Compared to the average results with raw input images (50.3%),
our results can achieve about 30% higher average accuracy.
With the raw images as input, the average results of all the few-shot classifiers are
around 50%. These few-shot methods have achieved the state-of-the-art performance on
other few-shot tasks, as we discussed in Chapter 4. The results we obtained show that solv-
ing the SD tasks with few-shot learning is challenging for standard CNN based methods,
which occurs with the conclusion from Fleuret [9] and Stabinger [45]. With our method,
these few-shot classifiers can achieve higher accuracy because we specially designed this
method for solving SD tasks, and the feature maps provided by our patch-as-filter layer can
correctly indicate the repeated objects in images.
More details of our results can be found in Table 5.2 and 5.3. All results are averaged
across 10 trials except the results from [9], where the number of trials is unknown. The
highest score on each task is in bold. As we can see, Task 15 possesses the best accuracy
score, which is 95.5%. Task 15 contains four shapes in positive and negative classes.
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SD Task Fleuret et al. MANN MAML PN RN
1 53.0% 50.7% 50.1% 51.2% 50.0%
5 47.0% 50.3% 50.7% 50.6% 50.2%
7 47.0% 50.4% 49.9% 50.0% 49.8%
15 54.0% 50.5% 50.4% 50.1% 51.0%
16 62.0% 50.7% 50.7% 50.2% 50.4%
19 51.0% 49.7% 49.7% 50.5% 50.9%
20 48.0% 50.9% 50.9% 49.7% 50.3%
21 39.0% 49.3% 49.3% 49.7% 48.9%
22 53.0% 49.9% 50.2% 50.8% 50.7%
Average 50.4% 50.1% 50.2% 50.3% 50.2%
Table 5.2: Existing results (Fleuret et al. [9]) and our experiment results of three popular
few-shot learning method and a well-performed visual reasoning method with raw input
images. 10 labelled training samples are used in all the experiments.
The four shapes in positive class are all the same, while in negative class are all different
from each other, so our method can effectively distinguish them. A significant increase
of accuracy can be found in Task 1, 5, 7, 16 and 22 by applying our approach since their
positive classes always contain more shapes that are precisely the same, while the negative
samples are not.
SD Task MAML+PFL MANN+PFL PN+PFL
1 89.7% 88.5% 91.3%
5 90.1% 88.1% 92.5%
7 81.0% 79.3% 80.2%
15 91.2% 86.4% 95.5%
16 87.8% 81.3% 89.9%
19 62.7% 63.2% 68.4%
20 57.1% 58.0% 61.3%
21 62.5% 64.1% 65.2%
22 91.2% 87.2% 93.8%
Average 78.5% 75.9% 80.2%
Table 5.3: By applying our patch-as-filter method with all three CNN-based few-shot clas-
sifiers, the results outperform the existing results and results of few-shot classifiers with
raw images on every SD task.
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It is noticeable that for task 19, task 20, and task 21, the rises of accuracy are less
than other tasks (compare with [9] and all the few-shot learning methods). As presented in
Figure 4.1, in task 19, each image contains two shapes, which are equivalent up to scaling
in the positive class. As to the two shapes in the positive class of task 20, one shape can
be obtained from the other by reflection. In task 21, one of the shapes in positive class can
be obtained from the other by scaling and rotating. These three tasks contain “sameness”
relations up to different kinds of transformations and are considered as a harder subset of
the SVRT dataset.
We also compare the results of our method with another image preprocessing technique
[1], which removes peaks in the amplitude spectrum of an image by percentile filtering
to remove the non-unique parts of the image. Then by using these spectral features, this
method can find the samples with unique parts in them. As shown in Table 5.4, the first two
columns (MAML+Ap and PN+Ap) are the results of two CNN-based few-shot classifiers
utilizing spectral features. The accuracy of the same few-shot classifiers using features
provided by our method is presented in the last two columns in Table 5.4. With every few-
shot classifier, the average accuracy over all SD tasks of our method surpasses the results
with spectral features.
In Task 7, our method achieves over 20% higher accuracy than the spectral features
method. In Task 7, each image contains six shapes. The shapes can be organized into
three groups, each consisting of two identical shapes in negative class, while in positive
class, they can be organized into two groups of three identical shapes [9]. The positive and
negative classes in Task 7 both contain duplicate parts, so the shapes in both classes are
non-unique parts and removed by the spectral features method. However, our approach can
correctly distinguish two classes by finding three duplicate parts and two duplicate parts in
positive and negative classes, respectively.
We observe that the spectral features method has better performance on Task 1, Task
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SD Task MAML+Ap PN+Ap MAML+PFL PN+PFL
1 99.8% 99.6% 89.7% 91.3%
5 92.5% 95.9% 90.1% 92.5%
7 58.4% 58.6% 81.0% 80.2%
15 100.0% 99.6% 91.2% 95.5%
16 96.3% 97.3% 87.8% 89.9%
19 56.9% 56.1% 62.7% 68.4%
20 56.0% 55.5% 57.1% 61.3%
21 50.6% 49.6% 62.5% 65.2%
22 95.3% 95.7% 91.2% 93.8%
Average 78.4% 78.7% 78.5% 80.2%
Table 5.4: A comparison of an existing method utilizing percentile-filtered amplitude spec-
tra features [1] to our method with two CNN-based few-shot classifiers. Our method
achieve higher accuracy on average and several harder SD tasks. Both models are trained
on 10 training samples and tested on 1000 images. All the results are averaged on 10 trails.
5, Task 15, Task 16 and Task 22. In positive classes for these tasks, some numbers of
identical shapes are present, while in negative classes, the shapes are all unique. Their
method performs particularly well on these purely same-different problems.
For the tasks contain shapes that are equivalent up to rotation or scaling transformations,
such as Task 19, Task 20 and Task 21, the few-shot classifiers obtain better results with
the features provided by our patch-as-filter method. Our method dynamically generated
sample-specific filters by rotation and scaling learned from training samples. Therefore,
our method is good at solving these tasks with harder same-different concepts.
5.2 Results on More Complicated SVRT-like Data
In this section, we analyze the performance of our model on new-generated SD tasks.
Table 5.5 demonstrates a high-level overview of the results of new-generated tasks. The
test results for each of the three few-shot classifiers are averages across all the tasks and
evaluate with two feature sets: the original image and the feature maps provided by our
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patch-as-filter layer.
Input MAML MANN PN
raw 49.5% 49.4% 50.4%
PFL 60.6% 59.2% 61.6%
Table 5.5: An overview of all experiment results of new generated tasks.
Prototypical Network approach achieves the highest average accuracy both with raw
feature inputs and with our approach. The results demonstrate the superiority of PFL fea-
tures over the raw images with the performances obtained by the two feature types, as the
rate increased approximately by 10% across all classifiers from 50% to about 60%. Our
method achieves higher accuracy since our patch-as-filter layer is specially designed for
SD tasks, which generates sample-specific filters for each input image.
More details of our results can be found in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7. Task 1 to Task
6 contains two shapes in each image (examples of these tasks are shown in Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.3). In their positive classes, the two shapes are the same after a particular
rotation or scaling rule, such as rotation smaller than 90 degrees or scaling less than 3
times. Their negative classes contain two kinds of samples. The two shapes in the first kind
are totally different. The second kind of images in negative classes contain two shapes that
are equivalent up to some transformations but not meet certain rules in the positive classes.
The accuracy of these tasks increases by over 10%. From Task 1 to Task 6 are considered
as easier tasks in our newly created dataset.
For Task 16, Task 17 and Task 18 (shown in Figure 4.7), the two shapes in positive
classes are similar (not the same). Our method performs well on Task 16 and Task 17,
whose classification accuracy increased above 35%. The positive classes of these tasks
contain two shapes having 15 different pixels, while two shapes are entirely different in
negative classes. The increase of the classification accuracy of Task 18 is less than Task
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SD Task MAML MANN PN RN
1 47.9% 51.7% 48.3% 47.1%
2 44.6% 47.8% 51.2% 46.5%
3 51.6% 51.1% 51.9% 52.7%
4 49.8% 50.3% 48.1% 49.3%
5 49.6% 47.4% 51.7% 50.7%
6 49.1% 49.2% 48.8% 51.1%
7 48.6% 50.4% 49.6% 48.9%
8 51.0% 48.6% 51.4% 47.1%
9 48.1% 48.3% 50.3% 47.6%
10 49.9% 47.8% 50.3% 51.9%
11 51.9% 49.7% 51.0% 52.7%
12 50.7% 49.0% 51.0% 49.9%
13 48.2% 48.2% 51.8% 50.0%
14 52.1% 50.1% 51.1% 51.8%
15 49.7% 48.8% 50.7% 52.2%
16 51.1% 51.5% 49.2% 49.1%
17 49.3% 48.6% 51.4% 50.4%
18 47.3% 50.3% 49.7% 51.0%
Average 49.5% 49.4% 50.4% 50.0%
Table 5.6: A comparison of three few-shot methods and a visual reasoning method on new
SD tasks. 10 labelled training samples are used in all the experiments.
16 and Task 17 since its positive class have two shapes that are similar up to rotation and
scaling. Our method identifies the “sameness” based on transformations of two shapes in
a picture by generating filters with rotation and scaling of the shape we select from the
picture. The number of filters we generated for each task is 64. Therefore, for all tasks
involving rotation and scaling transformations, our method is capable of achieving higher
accuracy but not significant.
As shown in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 that the rises of accuracy are less than 10% for Task
7 to Task 12 (compare with all the few-shot learning baselines). The positive samples of
these tasks all contain two shapes, which are equivalent up to rotation and scaling. In Task
7, Task 8 and Task 9 (shown in Figure 4.4), the rotation and scaling transformation have
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SD Task MAML+PFL MANN+PFL PN+PFL
1 62.5% 60.6% 63.8%
2 62.9% 61.1% 64.2%
3 64.4% 60.1% 64.2%
4 60.5% 61.3% 61.2%
5 59.3% 58.9% 61.0%
6 60.2% 59.4% 60.6%
7 57.9% 56.3% 58.6%
8 55.8% 55.2% 56.7%
9 55.3% 54.1% 57.2%
10 54.7% 52.5% 55.7%
11 55.3% 53.8% 56.1%
12 53.7% 52.3% 54.6%
13 54.1% 52.7% 55.0%
14 53.6% 52.3% 53.4%
15 52.2% 51.6% 52.1%
16 90.1% 88.4% 92.2%
17 85.2% 84.3% 89.3%
18 52.5% 51.2% 53.4%
Average 60.6% 59.2% 61.6%
Table 5.7: Detail results for individual tasks. By using our patch-as-filter method with all
three CNN-based few-shot classifiers, the results outperform the baselines on every task,
with the Prototypical Network approach achieving the highest average accuracy.
“AND” logical relations; as to Task 10, Task 11 and Task 12 (shown in Figure 4.5), the ro-
tation and scaling transformation have “OR” logical relations in their positive classes. The
increases in the accuracy of these tasks are less than others because the abstract concepts
in these six tasks are more complicated than the concepts in Task 1 to Task 6.
Task 13, Task 14 and Task 15 (shown in Figure 4.6) contain more complicated abstract
concepts. The combinations of “AND” and “OR” relations can be found in the rotation
and scaling transformations in their positive classes. There is no noticeable increase in the
accuracy of these tasks. Task 13, Task 14 and Task 15 are considered as a harder subset
of our new dataset that cannot be solved by our approach. To better solve these more
challenging same-different tasks, we can increase the number of filters for each image. We
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will analyze the effects of the number of filters in the next section.
5.3 Robustness Analysis
Figure 5.1: Examples and classification results of original Task 1 and Task 1 with noises.
To test and analyze the robustness of our model, we add different degrees of noise to
the SVRT Task 1 and compare their classification results. In most cases, robustness is
inversely proportional to accuracy. So we select Task 1 in this analysis, which has achieved
very high accuracy by our method with prototypical network classifier. As shown in Figure
5.1, the first row is the original Task 1, which obtains 91.3% classification accuracy. Other
rows are examples of Task 1 added with different numbers of salt and pepper noises. The
probabilities of the noises in each row are 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.008, 0.0016. As we can
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see, with a small number of noises, the accuracy is still around 90%. However, when we
apply more noises to each image, the classification accuracy decrease to 85.3% and 82.6%.
The results indicate that our method is stable and robust to a small number of noises, but
when the noise increases, it will affect the classification accuracy of our model.
5.4 Effects of the Amount of Filters
Figure 5.2: Accuracy score of Task 21 with different numbers of filters.
For all the experiments we described above, we set the number of filters to 64 for cal-
culation efficiency, which means we only generate 64 filters in our patch-as-filter convolu-
tional layer. In this section, we discuss and analyze the effect of the number of filters. Task
21 in the SVRT dataset is applied as an example since this task contains both rotation and
scaling transformations in its positive class. The numbers of filters we choose to compare
were 64, 128 and 256.
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Obviously, with the increasing of the number of filters, the accuracy score goes up
(Figure 5.2). The accuracy increases from 65.2% with 64 filters to 66.0% with 256 filters.
The results show that our method is capable of achieving higher experimental accuracy
with more filters. This result further proves the effectiveness of our approach. Moreover,
future work can increase the classification accuracy by applying more filters.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
We propose a patch-as-filter method to solve Same-Different (SD) tasks with few-shot
learning. SD task is a kind of visual reasoning task, which requires machines to learn
highly abstract visual reasoning concepts for each task. SD tasks are simple for humans
but are proven to be challenging for general machine learning methods. Therefore, solving
these tasks in few-shot cases is extremely challenging work.
Our patch-as-filter method is based on the idea that we can learn particular same-
different rules by generating sample-specific filters. The selective search is applied to
seek for shapes in each image, and then we create filters via learned transformations of
this shape. By applying filters on the input image through a convolutional layer, feature
maps are provided containing intuitive information of duplicate parts in this image. Clas-
sification is then performed by putting feature maps into well-performed few-shot learning
classifiers.
In the experiments and results section, the performance of our approach and the base-
lines are demonstrated. More importantly, it has been proven that the state-of-the-art few-
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shot classifiers and a popular visual reasoning architecture relation networks exhibit poor
performance on Same-Different (SD) tasks, which concurs with previous work suggest-
ing that CNNs struggle with solving this kind of tasks. By combining our approach with
these few-shot classifiers, our model exceeds the existing comparable state-of-the-art on
the SVRT SD tasks in the few-shot cases. The affection of the number of filters we gen-
erated is also discussed in the results part, which will inspire future development in our
patch-as-filter method.
Furthermore, additional new SVRT-like tasks are created with harder same-different
rules, such as particular rotation and scaling. The baselines of our newly generated dataset
are established by testing on several popular few-shot learning methods. Experimental re-
sults indicate that our method can significantly improve the accuracy of new tasks compared
with these baselines.
In conclusion, we propose an efficient technique to learn highly abstract visual concepts
such as “sameness”, “difference”, and “invariance under rotation and scaling” by few-shot
learning. We compare our results with existing work and establish several few-shot learning
methods on the SVRT dataset. The effectiveness of our method is also proved by the
experimental results of our new dataset.
6.2 Future Work
We believe that this work is one step toward a simple technique that can be applied to the
Same-Different visual reasoning task. However, more topics in this field could be further
explored.
First of all, we use the selective search to find a patch in the original input images.
Further research can be launched by using more advanced methods to extract features for
the filter generating process in order to get higher classification accuracy.
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Second, since we generate sample-specific filters for each training and test samples, our
model takes a long time to run. Further research can focus on how to process the images
more efficiently.
Lastly, we can also test our method on more real-world datasets. This study can have
many practical implications, such as finding transformation invariant same-different rela-
tions in texture analysis and locating a person from several people in face recognition.
When we apply our model on real-world problems, we need to adopt more advanced meth-
ods to select regions of the interest, such as Mask R-CNN [13], to extract the correct patch
for comparison. Moreover, we can improve our model to extract all the objects in each im-
age for better applications on real-world problems. The classification accuracy may not as
high as what we achieved on the SVRT SD dataset since real-world images contain much
more transformations of objects other than rotation and scaling. In future work, we will
improve our model to explore more applications for this Same-Different visual reasoning
research.
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Appendix A
Other Results on the SVRT Dataset
A.1 Results on the SVRT SR Tasks
SD Task Fleuret et al. MAML PN RN MAML+PFL PN+PFL
2 55.0% 52.0% 53.5% 51.2% 50.6% 49.7%
3 54.0% 50.4% 52.9% 50.2% 50.7% 49.5%
4 56.0% 54.2% 50.4% 51.5% 49.0% 50.1%
6 50.0% 50.7% 49.7% 50.9% 49.9% 55.2%
8 57.0% 61.7% 50.8% 52.6% 68.8% 70.1%
9 52.0% 50.9% 51.0% 50.7% 49.8% 59.8%
10 50.0% 54.7% 51.7% 50.6% 57.8% 56.4%
11 52.0% 52.2% 51.1% 53.8% 53.7% 68.3%
12 46.0% 50.2% 51.8% 50.6% 50.4% 50.3%
13 50.0% 49.6% 50.3% 50.7% 57.6% 56.5%
14 51.0% 51.4% 50.5% 48.7% 51.0% 52.2%
17 59.0% 53.4% 47.2% 49.7% 50.5% 55.8%
18 50.0% 57.0% 49.8% 52.2% 58.1% 60.7%
23 53.0% 50.8% 47.9% 50.6% 50.0% 50.4%
Average 52.5% 52.8% 50.6% 51.1% 53.4% 56.1%
Table A.1: Comparing existing results (Fleuret et al. [9]) and four new baselines with the
results of using our method with few-shot classifiers. 10 labelled training samples are used
in all the experiments.
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A.2 Human Performance on the SVRT Tasks
Figure A.1: Completed experimental results with humans(image from [9]). Each cell con-
tains the number of attempts before seven consecutive correct categorizations were made.
Entries containing “X” indicate that the participant failed to solve the problem, and those
cells are not included in the marginal means [9].
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